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Honda successfully established itself an important player in the Indian bike market by offering
various models. The company entered in the business of manufacturing two-wheeler in 1949 by
launching the model D. After that the company made itself a leading bike manufacturer by offering
various model and won the heart of people. Today it is known as a world's leading bike
manufacturing company and offers reliable products at affordable price. It is also known as the most
reputed brand in the Indian car market and launched class-leading bikes in India. Besides, the
company also planning to introduce various new model in 2012.

Here's an important looks at some most popular Honda bikes that are already launched whereas
some of them are set to be unveiled in 2012.

Honda CBR1000RR 2012, the great aspect of the Honda bike can be described in terms of its eye
catchy design, the upcoming Honda bike is designed will carry such aspect as it is designed in a
complete eye catchy looks and set to be unveiled in 2012. It is designed in ultra modern look and
blessed with upgraded suspension and combines package of revised fueling.

Hondaâ€™s CBR1000RR 2012, the bike is well recognized for its fantastic that comes in dual tone color
and cater the desires of those who seeking for the best and stylish bikes. The rear appearance is
quite graceful, beautified with attractive tail lamps. It includes wider tubeless tyres that makes
amazing grip on roads. Powered by 600 cc engine that churns out great outcome. Honda Silver
Wing ABS

Honda Silver Wing ABS, the bike company has offered a light weight scooter in modern look and
available at affordable price. If you are the person seeking for new specialization for your ride, you
have all reason to purchase this scooter. It comes in sporty look and blessed with wide array of
modern features. Moreover, it includes comfortable and luxurious seat that is designed in sporty
style and capacity to accommodate two persons.     

New Honda CBR 600 RR 2012, the new Honda CBR is offered in completely overwhelming looks 
and capable of tantalizing the sense of bike lovers. It is designed in fully sporty style and powered
by 599 cc engine that is capable of churning out excellent outcome in terms of maximum power of
and maximum  torque. It also comes in dual tone colors and comes with total warranty of 12 months.
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Auto Infoz is a Bike expert having 11 years of experience in the automotive Bike industry and
complete information provider by AutoInfoZ.Com for Bikes, New bikes in India where user can find
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